-"Standard Cosmology": Cosmic Ray Spectra and Composition -Gamma ray astrophysics -Indirect Dark Matter Search -Direct Search for Antimatter (a heavy Anti-nuceus) -Search or Exotic Matter:
Strangelets, …
• Flight Status and Summary AMS-02 will record about 2 * 10 10 physics events from comic rays in 3 years and identify its rare components with excellent paticle identification Abundance of cosmic nuclei Promising hint for annihilation of 60 GeV WIMP from Gamma rays: Verification of EGRET data necessary! Theory could allow to predict mass spectrum of SUSY from annihilation, which could be checked with accelerators. Antideuterons in standard astrophysics are produced with high energies, whereas antideuterons from Neutralino annihilation can be found below 1 GeV. This is more promising than antiprotons since easier extraction of SUSY signal (orders of magn.!!).
3-years from F, Giovacchini (2007)

Antideuterons
A large acceptance spectrometer like AMS-02 is required to measure the extremely low fluxes.
Low Scale Quantum Gravity (extra-dimensional) predicts Bosons with mass, allowing direct annihilation into e +/ e -pairs (dominant channel ~20%). steep spectra from BB collisions are different from neutralino annihilation The primordial antimatter content of the Universe is unknown. 
